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THE TOP ONE HUNDRED UFO CASES REVEALED!
MISSIVES FROM THE MASSES

n our last issue we included a letter from Chris Roth in which he briefly discussed the UFO "flap" that centered on Stephenville,

Texas on January 8th - though various objects were seen by various people for several days around that time. We were not impressed
enough to discuss the Texas "flap" in detail in "Smear".
Now, however, there appears to be a Persecution angle, reminiscent of the "Men in Black" phenomena many years ago. It seems that
one of the main Stephenville witnesses was a man named Ricky Sorrells, who saw a "huge solid object" which he described in detail to
the press. He talked freely to the AP and to UFO researcher Linda Moulton Cowe, as well as to a lady reporter for the Stephenville
Empire-Tribune.
The Empire-Tribune reporter is named Angelia Joiner. She quoted Sorrells as saying that one day after he spoke with the AP, he
received a very unusual phone call. A man identified himself as an Air Force lieutenant colonel and stated that he wanted to come out
to his home to discuss in person the sighting that Sorrells had made. Apparently Sorrells was already being "persecuted" by having a
rash of military helicopters flying very low over his property at various unusual hours. Sorrells complained to this alleged colonel
about this situation, and the caller stated that he would stop the helicopter flights if he would quit talking about what he had seen in the
sky!
Sorrells also told the local newspaper that, around the same time, he had seen a mysterious intruder on his property at one o'clock in
the morning. The intruder lingered just outside his home in spite of the intense barking of the dogs, and Sorrells then realized that the
man wanted to be seen. Later, Sorrells checked out the area and found a "shiny new 25-06 Remmington bullet". He wonders if this
bullet was a purposeful message to him!
All of this being whatever it may be, the fact is that Angelia Joiner was quickly fired from the Empire-Tribune! She had written a
series of just two articles about the Sorrells case, generating much local interest and actually increasing the newspaper's circulation
during the month of January. MSo Joiner was asked to "cease and desist" writing stories related to this UFO "flap". She submitted her
two weeks notice to resign, but was asked by her boss to leave sooner. Her computer was confiscated, her rolodex went missing, and

as she put it, she was made to "feel like a criminal". Egads!
It appears that pressure may have come from influential citizens within the community. As one city councilman allegedly put itt "The
whole thing (i.e., the UFO "flap") was an embarrassment to the town".
Some people just have no sense of humor at all. The good citizens of Roswell have reacted quite differently to their unexpected fame.
Even non-believers in that quaint little town - of whom there are many - are enjoying the jingle of their cash registers!
As for Ms. Joiner, she has definitely been bitten by the UFO bug, so to speak. She vows to do all she can to get to the bottom of things,
re this wave of local sightings!....
We're sorry about sounding so "Negative" in the last article, but we can't help getting a kick out of the stranger aspects of Ufoology.
Your editor is not a UFO skeptic, however, as long-time "Smear" readers surely know.
On a (very) slightly more serious subject, we must tell you that we have appeared
on "The Paracast" radio show several times in the past year or so. "Appeared" is
not quite the correct word, however, as no one can actually be seen on a radio
program. With "The Paracast" the problem is worse than that, as you will need a
computer (which we don't have) and "www.theparacast.com" plus the skill to
make it all happen.
On the evening of February 17th, your editor "appeared" with future "Smear"
editor Dr. Christopher Roth, plus the two co-hosts. Your humble editor will be on
again approximately once a month for the foreseeable future. New episodes of the
show "appear" every Sunday evening from 9 to 11 p.m., Eastern time, and past
shows can also be downloaded somehow.
It's not quite like the Old Days of Long John Nebel, long-gone host of night-time
radio in New York City, many years ago. But it is worth listening to. Try it!...
This item, from Frank Warren's website, is headlined "Riolandia, Brazil! Huge UFO is Sighted, with Physical Evidence of Landing".
This report is unusually interesting. At about 3 a.m. on January 20th, the owner of a small inn saw a "cylindrical-shaped UFO with
oval endings". The man awoke hearing a loud noise that resembled the crushing of sugar cane in a very nearby plantation. Through the
kitchen window he saw the object lightly illuminating the surroundings.
At the same time, a guest at the inn, camped in a trailer parked on the property, was awakened by the same loud sound. He saw the
lights but did not notice any object. These two sightings were simultaneous but independent of each other. This fact is important.
These men and their wives got up at 6 a.m. and found that, on the sugar plantation, the plants were strangely crumpled in an irregular
area roughly 3,600 to 5,200 meters square. The plants, which were about 5 to 8 feet high and ready to be harvested, were bent close to
the ground, without the stems being broken Interestingly, these plants survived and continued to grow in a bent-over horizontal
position. That's the way they still looked when the reporter came to the area a week later.
Many other people, including plant experts of various kinds, heard of this very unusual event and came to the area to do a thorough
investigation. After several different kinds of analysis they all concluded that there was no natural explanation for the phenomenon.
There were also UFO sightings near the inn both before and after the above-described sightings and plant damage,
If all this is true, we have proof that UFOs do deliberately damage crops at times, for whatever reason. However, this does not prove
that the very intricate "crop circles" so often seen, especially in England, are anything but man-made...

THE TOP ONE HUNDRED UFO CASES REVEALED!
Thanks to Vince Ditchkus, we have from the Net this monumental work, written by some- one named Issac Koi, whom we have not
heard of till now. He claims to have spent "four or five years" going through 963 UFO and SETI books, noting each discussion of
various UFO cases; and he has drawn up a list of the "Top 100", based on the frequency of discussion within this very large group of
books.
Says Koi: "If ufologists write solely with the objective of presenting the best available evidence, then the most frequently discussed
cases would be the ones that the most authors regard as the best cases."
There is a flaw here, however. Sometimes a case might be discussed to death even though most of the authors don't believe it is valid.
Also, the quality of the references is very important, as Koi duly notes. As for frequency, is a short mention the same as a long
discussion in value? Koi does not make this clear, sc his methodology needs more explanation than he gives. However, we are not
trying to downgrade this unique contribution to ufology. It is long overdue.
Case #1 has 359 references in the UFO literature, according to Koi's count, and #100 has only 27. Again, we wish he would define
"reference". The problem becomes acute with #3, which is "George Adamski encounters - 1950s", with 231 references. Obviously, no
one of his many extraterrestrial adventures has been singled out, as there are, apparently, only general discussions of his various
claims. Presumably most authors didn't believe him. Another interesting fact is that these eases run from 1897 to 1989, which means
that the most recent of these "100 Best" is almost twenty years old! The fact keeps coming up - as we have realized for a long time that more recent cases are simply not as good as older ones. Can anyone tell us why this is true? Could the late Karl Pflock have been
right in his theory (which we don't really believe) that the Space People were here for awhile but have now deserted us?
Incidentally, there are several of these 100 cases that your humble "Smear" editor has never heard of, especially toward the end of the
list. And, in our personal choices below, re #21 - #100, we have chosen the most interesting, which are not necessarily the most valid.
So here goes:
The Top Twenty
1. Kenneth Arnold - 1947
2. Betty & Barney Hill abduction - 1961
3. George Adamski encounters - 1950s
4. Roswell crash - 1947
5. Socorro sighting by Lonnie Zamora - April, 1964
6. Thomas Mantel attempted intercept - Jan., 1948
7. Antonio Villas-Boas abduction - 1957 (Brazil)
8. Washington, D.C. sightings -July, 1952
9. Pascagoula (Mississippi) abduction - 1973

10. Chiles and Whitted (airline) sighting - 1948
11. Travis Walton abduction - 1975
12. Maury Island (Washington state) incident - 1947
13. Tunguska event - 1908 (Russia)
14. Kelly-Hopkinsville (Kentucky) incident -1955
15. Rev. W. B. Gill sightings -June, 1959 (New Guinea)
16. Levelland, Texas incidents - 1957
17. McMinnville photographs - May llth, 1950
18. Rendlesham Forest incident - 1980 (England)
19. Betty Andreasson abduction - 1967
20. Herbert Schirmer abduction - 1967
The Most Interesting of the Remainder (in our opinion):
23. Gulf Breeze encounters - 1987 and onwards
24. Alexander Hamilton airship - 1897 (See *1)
28. Ubatuba incident - 1957 (Brazil)
29. Incident at Exeter - September, 1965
30. Cash / Landrum incident - 1980
31. Lubbock Lights sightings - 1951
35. Valentich disappearance - 1978 (Australia)
37. Fatima apparition - 1917 (Portugal)
38. Flatwoods Incident -September, 1952
39. Desverges (scoutmaster) sighting - 1952
43. Clyde Tombaugh sighting - 1949
44. Nash and Fontenberry (airline) sighting - 1952
49. "Lady" ("Snoopy the horse") animal mutilation - 1966
51. Aurora, Texas airship crash - 1897
61. The Northeast Blackout - 1965
62. Rex Heflin photographs - 1965
65. Trans-en-Provence encounter - 1981 (France) (See *2)
74. Cedric Allingham encounter - 1950s (See *3)
85. Claude Vortlhon contact - 1973 (France - See *4)
88. UMMO photographs - June, 1967 & other dates
95. "Battle of Los Angeles" - February, 1942
Notes
*1 - The esteemed UFO historian Jerry Clark has firmly established that this wonderful case, which we used to quote in our college
lectures, is definitely a hoax.
*2 - On the other hand, this case is a hard-core favorite of Clark's, and in spite of its flaws, he considers it to be proof of alien visitation.
*3 - This book by Cedric Allingham, who was never proven to even exist, is almost certain- ly a sophisticated hoax, and a take-off on
the George Adamski yarns.
*4 - This contact gave birth to the Raelian UFO cult, which still exists, mainly in France and French-speaking Canada.
To the above list we would add two very important cases that are not mentioned at all:
(1) The mysterious disappearance of Karl Hunrath and Wilbur Wilkinson - Los Angeles, Ca. - 1952 or 1953.
(2) The UFO-related murders of two flying saucer enthusiasts - Brazil, 1966. (See our write- up on this in Vol. 54, No. 10, Page 4.
Therein we accidentally omitted the fact that the bodies were found with lead masks over their faces. Wheee!) ....

Here we go again, with another interesting apparition on Mars. (We remember way back to
the famous Canals, which weren't real, either!) This time it's a picture taken in 2004 by the
Mars explorer Spirit. It seems to show a humanoid-shaped object similar to the female
Bigfoot creature in the well-known Patterson-Gimlin film.
Our favorite Bigfoot "expert", Erik Beckjord, has this explanation. "One of the Mission
Control ladies (at NASA) was snoozing and had an out-of-body experience, (OOBE). Her
image and mind got to Mars. When she woke up, the image remained. This is a serious idea.
My own mind has done this with space."
We can only hope that the other Mission Control ladies are much prettier than this one!
Incidentally, Beckjord recently confirmed on the Net that he does indeed have an advanced
form of prostate cancer. We are very sorry to hear this...
Long-time readers will
remember David Huggins,
the Hoboken, N.J. artist
who claims many
experiences with alien
beings of some sort, ever since child- hood. We have known him for
quite a few years, and he seems to be sane & sincere, though his
stories are somewhat unbelievable.
Here we have a black & white ver- sion of one of Huggins' new
series of 29 paintings concerning sexual encounters with these
beings. These incidents occurred some time in the late 1960s. They
always happened (and still do, occasionally) while he is at home in
bed alone at night. He swears, however, that they are not dreams of
any kind. The creatures usually come through a wall, from their
realm into his. He is not aware of their origin, whether it be ET or
otherwise.
In this particular painting, two of the alien ladies indicate (at the
same time) without words that they want to have Sex with Hugginso
Thus he is so startled that he falls to the floor and exclaims, "Whoa,
ladies?" He did have Sex with one of them shortly thereafter, and
with the other one a couple of nights later. What a guy!
The other entities in the painting are greys and such - obviously less
important. (Our thanks to our daughter Elizabeth Moseley for helping
us decide which of these 29 paint- ings to use herein)....
The third floor of Scientology's huge headquarters in Clearwater, Florida, is devoted to the investigation of UFOs, but only a small
"inner circle" of devotees is allowed to know exactly what is going on there. (We aren't sure if famed actor Tom Cruise is one of the
chosen few.)
UFOs were a factor in the life of Scientology's founder, the late L. Ron Hubbard. He and his very close friend (our source calls him an
"intimate" friend), rocket scientist John Parsons, were associated with Naval Intelligence in the late 1940s and early 1950s. The Navy
was very interested in UFOs way back then, and some say that this situation continues today - even though the Air Force's official
study of the subject closed down many years ago.
We also learn from the same article that Hubbard supposedly had a meeting with famed contactee Ceorge Adamski in 1951. Both men
claimed to have received "messages" from flying saucer entities. Hubbard is also said to have had an association with the notorious
occultist Aleister Crowley!

Just what Scientology believes about UFOs is not available to anyone except the above-mentioned "inner circle" of this strange
religious movement. Some members even go so far as to say that Hubbard did not die in 1986 but was transported to Heaven aboard a
UFO, where he continues to exist even to this day.
Most people realize that L. Ron Hubbard was a noted science fiction writer before he founded the Church of Scientology with his book
called 'Dianetics". Somehow this science fiction link decreases our willingness to believe in the validity of this religion...
The MUFON Journal seems to be improving under the reign of the new MUFON
czar, James Carrion. The February 2008 issue has a sensational UFO ease that
sounds believable, as there are five witnesses to parts of it. Best of all, it involves
entities but no abductions. Much abbreviated, the events were as follows:
Last year, on the afternoon of January 8th, 2007, Chris Bledsoe and his son Chris
Jr. and three other men were fishing on the Cape Fear River in North Carolina. Just
before dark Chris Sr. took a short walk by himself. He saw three orange orbs
moving down to the ground about a mile away. His son, separately, saw two orbs
floating about waist high in the distance. As the lights came closer Chris Jr.
realized that these lights were the eyes or goggles of entities about four feet tall.
The creatures were picking up items like soda bottles off the ground!
At some point during this timeframe, the other three men also saw something.
Then, while all five were again together at the river, they all saw several "stars"
moving very fast and seeming to converge in a group. Suddenly three of these
brilliant white objects flew over the heads of the witnesses - appearing to be "as
big as a greyhound bus". These sphere-shaped things flew side by side, and either
landed at a distance or went out of sight. The thoroughly frightened men took off
in their pick-up truck, leaving some of their equipment behind.
Shortly afterwards they all saw, about 200 yards away, a brilliant white egg-shaped
object with some sort of spokes attached to it. This UFO was rotating clockwise while hovering about 20 feet above the main road.
The object then appeared to rise up and move down the road until it suddenly shot off just over the trees and out of sight.
They all got to their separate homes safely, but later that same night Chris Bledsoe and his son heard a loud noise from outside which
sounded like "a prop jet flying at treetop height right over the house". A few minutes later, their 15 hound dogs started barking wildly.
Chris Sr. raced out toward the back yard, and when he reached the rear of the four-acre property, he came to a quick stop. He was
startled to see an entity staring at him from not more than five feet away. He described the creature as four to five feet tall, appearing to
glow with a glassy appearance around its entire body. (See drawing above. ) It had little or no neck, and was wearing a mask-like
covering over the lower part of its face. The creature stood still in front of Chris for several seconds and then disappeared as Chris Jr.
approached with one of the dogs.
Chris Jr. told his father that this alien (?) fit the same description as the creatures he had seen earlier, in the woods by the river.
The MUFON investigator concludes: "I would list this case as UNKNOWN. I believe these men encountered craft and beings from
another dimension or from another star system"...
The back page of the January 2008 issue of "UFO Newsclipping Service" consists of a very interesting article on the subject of
"Fortean falls". These events, amply documented in the books of the late, great Charles Fort, consist of the unexplained falling to earth
of large numbers of frogs, fish, or spiders - mostly still alive!
Recently an Argentine photographer named Christian Caona recorded on film for the first time a fall of live spiders from the sky. To
make things even more mysterious, the spiders fell slowly, on a cloudless day!
Through the centuries there have been thousands of falls of small animals. No one knows why they are usually still alive, why there
are often no bodies of water nearby - and, worst of all, - why is each fall confined to just one species, rather than being a mixture of

various species, plus debris, etc., such as a normal storm would cause?
The article concludes: "It appears that Mother Nature still holds some mysteries in this modern age."
Incidentally, "UFO Newsclipping Service" has recently changed editor and address. The new editor is Rod Dyke, one of our hard core
'Smear' non-subscribers. He replaces long-time UFO researcher Lucius Farish.
The new address is: P.O. Box 10950, Bainbridge Island, Washington 98110. These month- ly issues cost five dollars each.

MISSIVES FROM THE MASSES
●

Researcher WILLIAM SHUMAKER writes as follows:
I read your paragraph about
Sacsahuman in the last issue of
'Saucer Smear'. Myself and my
girlfriend were there in the
Spring of 2000. As you said, the
place is a mystery of the first
order. I've enclosed some
photographs that show the
incredible stonework. This was
done by a society that had no
written language or any hard
metal to cut the stones. How
these stones fit together is beyond
belief. Some are multi-faceted
and join so close that you can't
put a credit card between them. I
agree 10)%. It's a real Fortean
mystery!"
Editor's Note: The real problem is the weight of the stones, which must be many times greater than the stones in
the Egyp- tian pyramids. Who built this fortress - when, how, and why? No one knows! We were there about fifty
years ago, and we are still wondering! (Girlfriend is pictured above, center.)

●

The semi-mysterious "Ray X", editor of an offbeat zine called "The Ray X X-Rayer", writes as follows:
"A man named Dick Farley has the inside story on the Betty & Barney Hill abduction in 1961. 'Inside' in the
sense that Farley says Barney Hill was rectally probed.
"But it wasn't aliens who did the probing. The apparent 'taken aboard a UFO' experience was an elaborate
deception perpetrated by racist military intelligence types as part of an ongoing psy-ops and medical
experimentation program.
"In an article published at alienworldsmag.com, Farley conjectures that Barney - because he was black - was an
unsuspecting subject injected with plutonium. The anal probe was a way to check a stool sample, to see the
amount of chemical or radionuclide traces being excreted.
"Me? I think it was aliens, trying to promote their intergalactic health care system"
See www.xrayer.com to learn more about "Ray X". - Editor.

●

GREG BISHOP, ufological author and former editor of "The Excluded Middle", writes:
"I've been remiss in sending you the enclosed Free Will Love Offering. Perhaps one of my resolutions this year
should have been to be more organized.
"My interest in UFOs seems to wax and wane with whatever fad is coming through at the time. The only things
that keep me connected are: (1) 'Saucer Smear' (2) My contract to write for Ufomystic (3) Friends in the field (4)
The promise of free trips to speak and see friends (=other writers/researchers).
"Those who look for a solution to the UFO mystery are most likely doomed to go to their graves without
confirmation of their belief systems. The smart ones keep an open mind to theories that may not provide any
'answer', but provide opportunities for personal and intellectual enrichment and learning about subjects that are
closer to home.
"Then there's Jim Moseley, who stands to the side of it all and smiles. That might be the best option!"
Don't worry! We get just as frustrated as anyone else! - Editor.

●

Ace researcher MATT GRAEBER writes:
"Just a quick note to let you know how much I enjoyed your latest 'Smear' and the delicate way you spoke of
sweet Julie Shuster, the crowned empress of Roswell!
"You certainly packed quite a bit of Uforia into the pages, and I noticed that Carlos Mentira had his say about
Jerome Clark of Canby, too. What a hoot! That Senor Carlos Mentira is certainly a sage or a psychic. He seems to
know exactly what to say and when to say it. It's absolutely uncanny!
"I liked your little expose about Budd Hopkins' bad manners regarding the Mr. O'Barski affair. I was also
astonished to think that an alien spaceship on a soil collecting mission wouldn't just send away for an authentic
Roswell soil packet or two. It would have been so much cheaper and more covert too...
"I'm wondering if it's too late to start packaging soil samples from the park where Mister O. saw the little guys
working? Do you think we must clear the idea with Budd first?"

●

Legendary ufologist RICK HILBERG of Cleveland, Ohio writes as follows:
"Very informative issue of 'Smear'. I liked the recap of the O'Barski case very much.
"Hey, in regard to the clip of J. Allen Hynek on Page One, the "Majestic Documents. Corn" people are wrong, in
that Hynek died in 1986, not 1985 as stated."

●

MEL STIRISS writes us concerning our lead article in the last issue, which was titled "Ufology in Hudson County, New
Jersey":
"It was a warm night in Hudson County. It was just the kind of night when you could feel it in your bones something's going to happen' And, something did happen that night. Something that has never been fully
explained.
"In 1966 I was a reporter and editor at the Hudson Dispatch, a longtime popular daily in Union City, N.J. One
Friday night in September or October, my phone rang. It was our man in Jersey City, all excited, reporting people
seeing flying saucers over Manhattan.
"I was taking his story when my phone rang again. Another sighting, this time over Bayonne. Then another call

came in from the town of North Bergen. Well, that sure livened things up around the old Hudson Dispatch office.'
"The next day, we ran a front page, top of the page banner headline about Flying Sau- cers Seen Over Hudson
County. Unfortunately, I can't recall the exact headline, and the venerable Dispatch is sadly gone.
"(Note: The last time an article by me appeared in a Jim Moseley publication was in about 1960, when I wrote a
feature story for 'Saucer News' about Andy Sinatra, the Mystic Barber. I also was office and production manager
for 'Saucer News' and a lifelong friend of the Supreme Commander.)"
●

Ace parapsychologist GEORGE HANSEN writes:
"The last two issues of 'Smear' mentioned that Hudson County, N.J. has been designat- ed as the country's
number one UFO hotspot. Even if the designation is not justified, it seems fitting for a field typified by trickster
phenomena. George Will pointed out that New Jersey now has 'the nation's most persistently corrupt politics' (his
column of Nov. 6th, 2005). And within New Jersey, Hudson County is widely regarded as the most corrupt in the
state..."
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Please note that letters for Smear editor James Moseley should be
snail-mailed to PO Box 1709, Key West, FL 33041, insofar as Cdr.
Moseley is proudly computer-illiterate and determined to stay that way.
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